We study the behavior of three types of twist defects in polyethylene crystals, namely, the twiston with chain elongation, the twiston with chain compression, and the 2 twiston with no net chain translation. Using molecular-dynamics techniques and a realistic polyethylene model, we show that at low temperatures all these twistons can propagate smoothly like solitary waves. When they arrive at a free chain end, they cannot re-emerge but will be annihilated. At high temperatures, twistons with chain compression and 2 twistons are unstable and they can be easily broken into sharp twists that contain one or several gauche torsion angles.
I. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of both the molecular structure and dynamics of polymeric materials is essential for a full description of their bulk properties. In this regard, it is important to study how the physical properties of polymer crystals are associated with conformational defects ͑see review, Ref. 1, and references therein͒.
Solid polyethylene ͑PE͒ has alternating layers of crystalline and amorphous regions. At low temperatures the ideal PE crystal structure is orthorhombic with all chains being at their minimum energy state ͑planar zigzag͒. At high temperatures conformational defects such as gauches, kinks, jogs, and twist, can be created due to thermal fluctuation. The nature and role of these defects have been a subject of extensive study. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In particular, some time ago Mansfield and Boyd proposed the existence of twistons, 2 smooth 180°twists of a polyethylene chain stem accompanied with a CH 2 unit translation. When such a twiston travels from one chain end to the other, the chain will be translated by one CH 2 unit and rotated through 180°relative to its original position. Therefore, it was suggested that the motion of the twistons might be responsible to dielectric relaxation phenomena observed in the ␣ phase of ͑dipole-decorated͒ polyethylene crystals.
In attempts to understand the relationship between the twistons motion and the macroscopic dielectric relaxation phenomena, some researchers used a simple soliton model 5, 6 to analyze the dielectric relaxation data for polyethylene crystals. However, their results suggested two drastically different physical pictures concerning -twiston motion: One is a low phenomenological friction and a large diffusion constant for twistons, 5 and the other is a high friction and a small diffusion constant. 6 The motion of twistons was investigated briefly using a simplified united-atom PE model. 10 Although such a model is computationally less demanding than an all-atom model, it cannot reproduce correctly the lowtemperature PE crystal structure nor describe properly the properties of twistons. 1, 9, 11 The main objective of the present paper is to study in detail how twist defects behave in a more realistic all-atom PE crystal model that includes sufficiently many dynamic chains and with periodic boundary conditions. We consider a type of large-amplitude twist defect, namely, the 2 twiston, in addition to the well-known twistons proposed earlier by Mansfield and Boyd
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. Through molecular-dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations, we find that at low temperatures all these twistons can propagate smoothly like solitary waves. When near to a free chain end, twistons experience strong attraction forces. The interactions of the twistons with a chain end typically lead to annihilation of the twist. At high temperatures, the 2 twiston and twiston with chain compression ͑TC͒ are very unstable; they can easily break into gauchecontaining twist defects. On the other hand, twistons with chain elongation ͑TE͒ are more stable. In short PE chains can move to a chain end in a few picoseconds due to the attraction force induced by the chain end. In long PE chains they are found to diffuse rather slowly, and their diffusion coefficient is estimated to be of the order of 1 Å 2 /ps, in agreement with the result of Ref. 6 where the dielectric relaxation data were explained with a simple soliton model. Therefore, we conclude that the TE twistons may be the major candidates responsible for the dielectric relaxation phenomena in polyethylene crystals.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
We consider a molecular model for polyethylene where l is the covalent bond length, is the bond angle, is the torsion angle, r is the distance between the atoms, and the subscript ''e'' refers to the equilibrium values. For convenience, the force-field parameters are presented in Table I . We note that the force-field parameters are the same as those used in Ref. 15 except for the torsional potential. Here the torsional potential is determined by using the conditions ͑see, also, Ref. 16 for a similar approach͒: ͑i͒ the trans, E t (0°)ϭ0.0; ͑ii͒ the cis barrier E t (180°)ϭ21.736 KJ/mol; ͑iii͒ the gauche, E t (114°)ϭ2.926 KJ/mol, ͑iv͒ E t Ј(114°) ϭ0.0; ͑v͒ gauche-trans barrier E t (60°)ϭ14.212 KJ/mol, ͑vi͒ E t Ј(60°)ϭ0.0. These conditions are chosen on the basis of the quantum chemistry calculation results. 17 These conditions are the most important parameters characterizing the torsional potential. The accuracy of these conditions in comparison to other exisiting ones was discussed in Ref. 17 .
Using the above force-field model, we carry out molecular-dynamics simulation of a single-layered polyethylene crystal with periodic boundary conditions in the a and b directions ͑perpendicular to the chain long axis͒. This is in contrast to previous works 10, 15 in which only a few dynamic chains surrounded by a rigid crystal environment are simulated. The primary simulation cell contains 48 chains of the same length ͑100 or 200 CH 2 units͒. They are packed in an orthorhombic array with unit dimensions: aϭ7.52 Å, b ϭ4.98 Å, cϭ1.274 Å, and the chain setting angle ϭ48°͑See Refs. 2,11͒. This packing yields a crystal density of about 0.98 g/cm 3 . For the nonbonded interactions we use a cutoff distance of 12 Å which is found to be large enough to allow a sufficiently accurate description of the crystal structure. Unlike many previous works on MD simulations of polymers where the high-frequency motion of bond stretching and/or bond bending are frozen, 9 here we use an operator-splitting integrator with multiple timescale to solve the equations of motion. 18 This technique is easy to apply and it is comparable ͑in efficiency͒ to the SHAKE algorithm which fixes the bond lengths and/or angles.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
First, we calculate the conformations and energies of twist defects by a pseudomolecular-dynamics method that employs an artificial damping term to extract energy from the system until it is sufficiently relaxed. Initially all the PE chains are planar zigzag except for the first chain that contains a twiston. The initial twiston coordinates are calculated from the approximate analytic solutions developed in our previous work. 11 We find that the twiston with chain elongation ͑TE͒ has a conformational energy of about 70 KJ/mol; the twiston with chain compression ͑TC͒ has a conformational energy of 68 KJ/mol, slightly lower than that of TE. This is in agreement with our previous prediction 11 based on a reduced soliton model. Both twistons involve a group of torsion angles that deviated from the trans state (ϭ0). See We also investigate another type of defect involving a gradual 360°twist of the entire chain with no net translation. Interestingly, we obtain a 2 twiston that contains no gauche (Ϸ120°) torsion angles ͑Fig. 2͒ and its conformational energy is about 96 KJ/mol. This finding is in sharp contrast to the collapsed 2 twistons discussed in Refs. 7,8,11. To understand the physical origin of the 2 twiston, we consider a PE chain surrounded by a crystal environment. We assume that each CH 2 unit of the central chain has only a rotational degree of freedom n ͑the setting angle of the FIG. 1. The propagation of the TE twiston with initial velocity vϷ12 Å/ps ͑top͒, and the propagation of the TC twiston with initial velocity vϷϪ6 Å/ps ͑bottom͒. Shown are the C-C-C-C backbone's torsion angles ͑in radian͒. nth CH 2 unit͒, then the dynamics of this variable can be described by the equation
where Iϭ2.5 g Å 2 /mol, Kϭ83 KJ/mol, and U() is the total interaction energy between the central dynamic chain and the surrounding crystal environment. U() is naturally a 2-periodic function and thus it can be approximated by a Fourier series ͑see Refs. 8,11͒: Using constant-energy molecular-dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations we examine the mobilities of the twistons. The initial twistons' coordinates are from the above numerical calculation, and the atomic velocities are computed by using approximate analytical solutions for twistons ͑See, Ref. 15 for more details͒. We find that the twistons can propagate smoothly like solitary waves for a wide range of velocities ͑Figs. 1 and 2͒. In addition, we observe that the chain end can create an effective attractive force to twistons because when they are near to a chain end they will accelerate ͑Fig. 1͒. On the other hand, a 2 twiston feels almost no boundary force. A common feature in the interaction of these twistons with a chain boundary is that they are always annihilated. When the twistons are annihilated, their energy is transformed into small amplitude thermal fluctuations, and eventually the localized energy is dispersed through the whole crystal system. This is qualitatively different from the situation in the idealized soliton models ͑e.g., sine-Gordon model͒, 3, 4, 11 in which the interactions of solitons with a free boundary are at least semielastic, i.e., solitons may reemerge and escape from the boundary.
The existence of solitary wave-like 2 twistons in PE crystals at low temperatures is an interesting result, contradicting the previous conclusion of Ref. 8 that 2 twistons are unstable. However, we note that Syi and Mansfield 8 used a model in which only one polyethylene chain is allowed to move in a rigid crystal environment. Such a rigid crystal environment prohibits the relaxation of the central chain with a 2-twiston defect, causing the chain to collapse. In the present paper, we use 48 dynamic chains with periodic boundary conditions. This makes it possible for the smooth 2 twistons to exist.
The above simulation results are valid for the very lowtemperature phase of PE crystals. In order to understand the behavior of these twist defects in high-temperature phases, we must study how thermal fluctuations affect the twiston dynamics. To this end, we carry out constant-temperature MD simulations with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. 19 The initial velocity of the atoms are chosen randomly according to the Boltzmann distribution at the simulation temperature. In each case several trajectories were simulated and the general observations are summarized as follows.
A first feature to note is that TC and 2 twistons are very unstable. Even at moderate temperatures they can be broken into sharp twists with one or several gauche angles ͑Fig. 3͒. The diffusion of these defects is difficult because of the highenergy barrier experienced by the sharp twists. In Fig. 4 , we present two examples of broken 2 twist defects. One of the defects has three torsion angles near gauche ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ similar to the disclination defect studied in Ref. 7 ; the other has four angles close to gauche ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. Their conformational energies are about 64 and 58 KJ/mol, respectively, much lower than that of the smooth 2 twistons showed in Fig. 2 .
On the other hand, TE twistons are found to be more stable and they cannot be easily broken into gauchecontaining defects. In particular, for thin crystals ͑short chains͒, TE twistons initially placed in the middle of a chain will move to a chain end quickly due to the attraction force from the chain end ͑see Fig. 5͒ . For thick crystals ͑long chains͒, the motion of TE appears to be Brownian with very small diffusion constants ͑Fig. 6͒. Note that in Figs. 5 and 6 we plot the quantity 1Ϫcos(), instead of the torsion angle as in Figs. 1-4 . It would be impossible to recognize the TE twiston's location from a torsion angle plot, because all the torsion angles are undergoing large thermal fluctuations with amplitudes comparable to the twiston's torsion angles. A plot of the quantity 1Ϫcos() can indicate a bit clearer the position of the twiston ͑at least for moderate temperatures͒. In high temperatures, the C-C-C-C backbone's torsion angles fluctuate with very large amplitudes: some torsion angles especially near the chain ends can even reach the gauche states, and the torsion angles in TE twistons may occasionally take excursions to the gauche states ͑Fig. 6͒.
When we examine carefully the simulation results of Fig.  6 we find that the twiston has moved only a few Angstrom from its initial position in 10 ps. This result is consistent with that of Ref. 6 which suggested that the diffusion coefficient, D, of a twiston is of the order of 1 Å 2 /ps ͑at temperatures around 340 K͒ implying that the distance a twiston can travel in 10 ps is about ͱ2DtϷͱ2ϫ1ϫ10Ϸ4.5 Å. Such a result is clearly more reasonable than that of Ref. 5 in which the twistons' diffusion coefficient was estimated to be of the order of 10 10 Å 2 /ps. Note that this surprisingly large diffusion coefficient resulted from an extremely small soliton damping constant ␥ (Dϳ␥ Ϫ1 according to Einstein relation͒ derived by fitting experimental data with too many adjustable parameters. 5, 6 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we have simulated the motion of three types of twistons in PE crystals using a realistic all-atom molecular model. We found that at low temperatures all the twistons can propagate relatively smoothly like solitary waves. In particular, the existence of the solitonlike 2 twiston is a result in contrast to the previous investigations; and it can be understood phenomenologically as a 2 kink in a generalized Frenkel-Kontorova model. We have also shown that both TE and TC experience attractive forces when near to a free chain end. The interactions of the twistons with the chain end always lead to annihilation of the twists. This behavior may be useful for resolving chain twist tension in the crystallization processes of polyethylene. We note that previous simulations 15 of a single PE chain surrounded by a rigid crystal environment could only produce some of these results qualitatively. In particular, the mobile smooth 2 twiston ͑at low temperatures͒ can only be obtained in a realistic crystal environment including many dynamic chains with periodic boundary conditions as used in the present paper.
Most interestingly, we have found that TE twistons are more stable against thermal fluctuations than TC and 2 twistons. The latter two types of twistons are easily broken into sharply localized relatively immobile defects. In particular, we have found for thin crystals TE twistons may move to a chain end quickly; but for thick crystals, they behave like Brownian particles diffusing slowly along the chain. Our study suggests that, because of their stability and mobility TE twistons might be the major candidates that are responsible for the dielectric relaxation phenomena in polyethylene crystals. Moreover, the propagation of the TE from one chain end to the other produces a CH 2 unit length translation of the chain, thus the creation and motion of TE can lead to the surface roughening phenomena observed in the hightemperature phase of polyethylene crystals.
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